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Easing of COVID restrictions
While we are relieved schools have reopened and some social 
restrictions have been eased, we are not easing them here. We 
ask that clients continue placing their device(s) on the timber 
unit at our door and maintain a distance of 1.5m.  If in doubt, 
we have a sign on the front landing. We will also continue to 
wipe all device(s) with electronics-grade 99% isopropyl.  

The ideology of relaxing in water with your laptop
You know the ads, the bikini clad woman swimming, then 
reaches for her laptop sitting at the waters edge (literally) and 
does some “self-employed” work. Or the guy poolside and 
studying. Oh please. Well for us, yes please! We have found 
laptops near water is the quickest way for us to get work. But 
get it to us immediately if you’d like a chance of saving $$$.

Think it can’t be fixed... check with Dan first!
We’re kicking ourselves now we didn’t photograph a laptop that 
came in this week; imagine a laptop in a tussle with a truck! But, 
it wasn’t that bad. It was missing eight screen screws, needed a 
screen and keyboard, and looked fantastic as the relieved client 
took it back. Bonus for this lovely client was we had a PIF screen 
and keyboard here, saving her over $150. You never know when 
you could save $$$. Don’t throw it out, #ThrowItToUs!

NDIS and technology
This week we helped a Melbourne-based “Agency Managed” 
NDIS partipant purchase a laptop because it had to go through a 
‘Provider’. The frustration in completing paperwork far outweighed 
the profit. We highly recommend, where possible, that partici-
pants be “Plan Managed” so the plan manager can give you 100% 
of funds and you purchase directly from a national corporate.
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for supporting locals.  We do it because

#WeLoveWhatYouDo

#HelpUsHelpOthers

We PIF on Friday afternoon between 4-7pm on Facebook @ Panania Community Group

www.everythingit.tech

This week’s PIFs: Galaxy 4 Tab & Oppo

There are few days that pass where we aren’t grateful 
for challenges we have endured, and the passion it has 
created. Passion may be the oxygen of the soul, but it 
is also a magnificent motivator. We are not sassing the 
Universe to give us ‘challenges’ because we actively 
look for positive challenges to grow personally and 
professionally; challenges that give us strength, resil-
ience, increased confidence and more experience. In 
many ways it’s addictive; but a positive addiction.

#PositiveFocusChangesLives
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